
Sellers

GENERATION

AGENT DATA

USING AN AGENT

TIME IN HOME

11%
27%

62%

<3 years
3-9 years
10+ years

Median number of years a 
seller stays in a home: 14

INCOME

31%
32%
37%

<$50K
$50-99K
$100K+

Median household 
income: $75,000 a year

HOW MANY HOMES SOLD?

Gen Z (18-24)
Millennial (25-39)

Gen X (40-54)
Boomers (55-74)
Silent Gen (75+)

4%
31%

25%
31%

9%

RESOURCES

ZILLOW GROUP CONSUMER HOUSING TRENDS REPORT 2019

Years old
48

College grad or higher
45%

White
78%

Married or partnered
69%

Buying and selling at the same time
64%

TYPICAL HOME SELLER

Understanding the housing market requires in-depth knowledge about the participants. Each year, Zillow surveys more 
than 10,000 market participants — homeowners, buyers, sellers and renters — to gauge their attitudes and behavior. 
Below is a small slice of what we know about sellers, defined as households who sold a primary residence and moved in 
the past year. Much of this information is available at the generation, income, household composition, urbanicity and 
other levels. Please contact press@zillow.com.

Median age of first-time sellers: 39

53%
22%
25%

First-time seller
Sold second home

Sold multiple homes

Real estate agent or broker
Computer website

Friend, relative, neighbor or colleague
Mobile website

Smartphone app
Print ad

Direct mail
Books 20%

51%
83%

43%
40%
37%

32%
25%

Online
resources
59%

To sell more quickly:  36%

Easier than selling on my own:  33%

I didn’t have the time or energy to sell on my own:  28%

1

2

3

Among sellers who use an agent, these are the top three reasons:

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

20%

23%
21%

Landscaping yard
Bathroom improvement

Kitchen improvement
Replace or repair carpet or flooring

Paint exterior of home
Redecorate entire home or specific rooms 

27%
26%
25%

73% of sellers make at least one improvement before selling. That group 
of sellers averages 2.7 improvements.

Sellers skew older than the population in general, but young sellers are 
more likely to make improvements before selling:

Gen Z (18-24)
Millennial (25-39)

Gen X (40-54)
Boomers (55-74)
Silent Gen (75+)

96%
88%

79%
59%

43%

WHAT’S IMPROVED

WHO IMPROVES

LONGER THAN EXPECTED

Kitchen improvements
Bathroom improvements

Redecorating
Replacing or repairing the roof

Replacing appliances

40%
39%
39%
37%
37%

At least a quarter of sellers who prepared by doing a home 
improvement said it took longer than expected. Even more 
found these tasks took longer:

I already knew a potential buyer:  34%

To save money:  49%

I was confident I could sell without an agent or broker:  35%

1

2

3

Among sellers who don’t use an agent, these are the top three reasons:

Agents are the primary resource used by sellers:

NEGOTIATION

46% Negotiate the terms of 
compensation with an agent

55% successfully 45% unsuccessfully



SELLING EXPERIENCE

ZILLOW GROUP CONSUMER HOUSING TRENDS REPORT 2019

21%
18%
17%

Issues with money, the mortgage or financing
Buyer backed out because they decided it wasn’t right for them

The sale was contingent on the buyers’ home selling, and it didn’t

Not knowing if the home would sell within the desired time frame
Not knowing if it would sell for the desired price 

Making improvements or preparing the home for sale 
Not knowing whether the offer would fall through 
Timing the sale with the purchase of a new home

Lack of control with selling process or timeline
Not knowing if buyers are seriously interested

Keeping the house clean and ready for tours and open houses
Negotiating with buyers

Leaving home for tours and open houses
Aspects of the selling process were not clear or expected

Deciding what price to list the home for
Obtaining a competitive interest rate on the home I just puchased

56%
53%
52%
52%
51%

46%
44%
43%
40%
39%
37%
36%

31%
30%

81% of sellers make a concession. The most common concessions are: 

TOP STRESSORS OPEN HOUSE

OFFERS

CONCESSIONS

31%
29%

19%
20%

19%
19%

Including appliances
Lowering the sales price

Offering to pay some or all of the closing costs
Providing buyers with an allowance for repairs

Changing the closing date
Including personal items like outdoor equipment

Sellers typically receive 2 offers, and 40% of sellers have an offer fall through. 
The most common reasons:

TYPICAL HOME SOLD

76% of sellers sold single-family detached houses

FINAL SALE PRICE

50%
30%

20%

Below list
At list

Above list

URBANICITY

33%
51%

16%

Urban
Suburban

RuralBed
3

Bath
2.2

Sq. ft.
2,000

Purchase price
$222,000

Showings/open houses
3.6

PRICE CUTS

SELLER REGRETS

60% of sellers lower their list price at least once,
with younger sellers being more likely to:

Gen Z
Millennial

Gen X
Boomers

Silent Gen

81%
74%

61%
47%
49%

24%
18%

13%
13%

Started the process of preparing to sell sooner
Listed their home at a different price

Chosen a different agent
Changed the price of their home sooner 

66% of sellers wish they’d done something differently. 
Top regrets:

WHY SELLERS MOVE

45%
25%

36%

Life events
Market dynamics

Neither

The average seller left home for:95% of sellers find something about the process stressful to them or their families.

ZILLOW

Zillow is transforming how people buy, sell, rent and finance homes by creating seamless real estate transactions for today’s on-demand consumer. Zillow 
also operates an industry-leading economic research bureau of economists, data analysts, applied scientists and engineers led by Zillow Group's Chief 
Economist Dr. Svenja Gudell. Launched in 2006, Zillow is owned and operated by Zillow Group, Inc. (NASDAQ:Z and ZG), and headquartered in Seattle. 

Zillow is a registered trademark of Zillow, Inc.

Deciding whether to sell given that I had 
a low interest rate on my previous home
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